Djigzo for BlackBerry Now Automatically Encrypts All Email Sent to and from
a BlackBerry Smartphone with S/MIME
Djigzo, a provider of open source email encryption products, today announced that support for
the BlackBerry smartphone has been added to the company's email encryption gateway. Djigzo
for BlackBerry can be used to send and receive S/MIME digitally signed and encrypted email
from a BlackBerry smartphone. With Djigzo, all email in transit and at rest is protected against
unauthorized access.
Amsterdam, NL (PRWEB) April 27, 2010 -- Djigzo, a provider of open source email encryption products, today
announced that support for the BlackBerry smartphone has been added to the company's email encryption
gateway. Djigzo for BlackBerry can be used to send and receive S/MIME digitally signed and encrypted email
from a BlackBerry smartphone. Djigzo for BlackBerry is an add-on to the built-in BlackBerry mail application.
The most difficult part of email encryption is key management. This is especially hard on mobile devices. Djigzo
for BlackBerry therefore relies on the Djigzo gateway for most certificate management functions. Because all
email is automatically encrypted with S/MIME, all email in transit and at rest is protected against unauthorized
access.
Features:
* S/MIME encryption and digital signing using X.509 certificates.
* All email is protected with an encrypted S/MIME tunnel.
* Compatible with BIS.
* Compatible with existing S/MIME clients (like Outlook and Lotus Notes).
* Message body and attachments are encrypted. HTML email supported.
* Uses BlackBerry encryption functionality (3DES, AES, X.509, S/MIME).
* Compatible with the BlackBerry smart card reader.
* Messages are stored on the BlackBerry smartphone in encrypted form.
About Djigzo:
Djigzo, based in Amsterdam, NL, offers open source products that allow companies to automatically secure
email and protect against unauthorized access of email both in transit and at rest. Djigzo Email Encryption
Gateway is a centrally managed email server (MTA) based on open source standards that encrypts and decrypts
your incoming and outgoing email at the gateway level. Djigzo supports two encryption standards: S/MIME and
PDF encryption. Because Djigzo Email Encryption Gateway functions as a general SMTP email server, it is
compatible with existing email infrastructures like Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes. Djigzo can be installed
using one of the provided packages for Ubuntu Linux, Debian, Red Hat and CentOS. A ready to run "Virtual
Appliance" for VMware ESX and Workstation is available.
Contact:
Martijn Brinkers
martijn(at)djigzo(dot)com
phone: +31 858782872
www.djigzo.com
The Trademark BlackBerry is owned by Research In Motion Limited and is registered in the United States and
may be pending or registered in other countries. Djigzo is not endorsed, sponsored, affiliated with or otherwise
authorized by Research In Motion Limited.
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Contact Information
Martijn Brinkers
Djigzo
http://www.djigzo.com
+31 858782872

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
PRWebPodcast Available
Listen to Podcast MP3 Listen to Podcast iTunes Listen to Podcast OGG
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